
Advantech’s MSR Module Enables
Mobile Veri�cation for Enhanced Security 

To offer customers a personalized experience, hotels are turning to new methods and technologies to gain a competitive 
edge. Advantech is committed to helping business owners increase operational efficiency and maintain security during 
data transfers. For this project, a well-known hotel and resorts group with more than 6,110 properties in 120 countries 
adopted Advantech’s mobile tablet and MSR module to enhance their overall service, security, and customer satisfaction.
In an effort to simplify hotel operations and improve the service quality, the hotel deployed Advantech’s AIM-35 and AIM-37 
tablets to enable poolside and front desk ordering. This solution not only reduced customer wait times by streamlining the 
ordering and payment processes, but also improved operational efficiency for increased profitability.

 Introduction 

Solution Components 

AIM -35  8” industrial-grade tablet  
AIM-37 10” multifunctional  tablet  
AIM MSR module 
AIM-35 hand strap 
AIM-37 printer cradle

Solution Requirements

IP54/65-rated protection from water, oil, and dust 
8”/10” display and Android OS support  
Battery supports at least 8 hours of operation
Orders transmitted directly to the kitchen via Wi-Fi/BT  
Card reader for staff identification 

Location:  A leading hotel and resorts group with sites in Japan, Philippines, Singapore, and Hong Kong

Use employee ID to swipe and order



Real-Time Ordering and Booking Management

With a built-in card reader and support for a printer cradle, Advantech’s AIM-37 tablet 
functions as a mobile point-of-sales (POS) system to facilitate table-based ordering 
at the front desk.
 
The system can be accessed by swiping an employee ID card. Once an order is 
placed, the data is immediately transmitted to the chef in the kitchen to ensure rapid 
fulfilment. Managers can also use the tablets to manage customer bookings, orders, 
and service status.

MSR Module for Mobile Payments and Verification

AIM-35 is an industrial-grade POS tablet powered by an Intel® Atom™ 
processor that delivers high-performance computing. Equipped with multi-
ple extension ports, AIM-35 can be integrated with an MSR module for 
secure mobile payments and identity verification. 
The tablet’s compact, lightweight design can be fitted with a hand strap for 
reliable portability, allowing staff to easily carry the device and service 
customers around the pool.

Multiple charging options for long-duration operation

1.  Quick-change battery for easy replacement 

2. Battery supports up to 8 hours of operation 

3. Simple battery insertion with standard charging wire

4. Printer cradle for simultaneous charging 

Multi-battery 
charging station

Multi-tablet 
charging station

Printer cradle Simple cradle 

Solution Features
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